Distortion of ion structures by field asymmetric waveform ion mobility spectrometry.
Field asymmetric waveform ion mobility spectrometry (FAIMS) is emerging as a major analytical tool, especially in conjunction with mass spectrometry (MS), conventional ion mobility spectrometry (IMS), or both. In particular, FAIMS is used to separate protein or peptide conformers prior to characterization by IMS, MS/MS, or H/D exchange. High electric fields in FAIMS induce ion heating, previously estimated at <10 degrees C on average and believed too weak to affect ion geometries. Here we use a FAIMS/IMS/MS system to compare the IMS spectra for ESI-generated ubiquitin ions that have and have not passed FAIMS and find that some unfolding occurs for most charge states. These data and their comparison with the reported protein unfolding in a Paul trap imply that at least some structural transitions observed in FAIMS, or previously in an ion trap, are not spontaneous. The observed unfolding is similar to that produced by heating of approximately 50 degrees C above room temperature, consistent with the calculated heating of ions at FAIMS waveform peaks. Hence, the ion isomerization in FAIMS likely proceeds in steps during the "hot" periods, especially right after entering the device. The process distorts ion geometries and causes ion losses by a "self-cleaning" mechanism and thus should be suppressed as much as possible. We propose achieving that via cooling FAIMS by the amount of ion heating; in most cases, cooling by approximately 75 degrees C should suffice.